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Abstract

The popularity of peer-to-peer search networks grows, even as the limitations to the scalability of ex-

isting systems become apparent. We propose a simple model for search networks, called the search/index

links (SIL) model. The SIL model describes existing networks while also yielding organizations not

previously studied. Using simulation results, we argue that a new organization, parallel search clusters,

is superior to existing supernode networks in many cases.
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1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer search networks have become very popular as a way to effectively search a large number of dis-

tributed, diverse collections. These search networks take advantage of the large aggregate processing power

of many hosts, while leveraging the distributed nature of the system to enhance robustness. “Peer-to-peer”

(P2P) is a general term and describes a family of network organizations that combine search forwarding and

content indexing to provide an information location service. The various different P2P network organizations

have advantages and disadvantages in terms of scalability, efficiency and fault tolerance.

We present a simple model that allows us to represent and visualize many current P2P network orga-

nizations. We call this model the search/index link (SIL) model. The SIL model allows us to examine

and compare the properties inherent within a particular organization, independent of the details of specific

implementations of that organization. Our model also yields new organizations that have not previously been
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studied. We show that these new organizations can be superior to existing P2P networks in some interesting

cases.

2 The search/index link model

A peer-to-peer search network is a set of peers that store, search for, and transfer digital documents. We

consider here “fuzzy” or content searches, such as keyword searches, metadata searches, and so on. This

distinguishes a peer-to-peer search network from a distributed hash table [18, 15], where the search is for a

specific document with a specific identifier. Each peer in the network maintains an index over its content

(such as an inverted list of the words in each document) to assist in processing searches.

The search network forms an overlay network on top of a fully-connected underlying network infras-

tructure. Peers that are neighbors in the overlay are connected by network links that are logically persistent,

although they may be implemented in a connection-oriented or connectionless way. In the search/index link

(SIL) model, there are four kinds of network links, distinguished by the types of messages that are sent, and

whether a peer receiving a message forwards the message after processing it:

� A non-forwarding search link (NSL) carries search messages from one peerA to another peerB. Peer

B processes each search message and returns results to A, but does not forward the message to other

nodes.

� A forwarding search link (FSL) carries search messages fromA toB. PeerB will process each search

message, return search results to A, and forward the message along any other forwarding search links

originating at B. If A is not the originator of the query, it should forward any search results received

from B (and any other nodes) along the FSL on which A received the query. Each search message

should have a unique identifier that is retained as the message is forwarded. When a peer receives

a search message with an id it has previously seen, the peer should discard the message without

processing or forwarding it. This will prevent messages from circulating forever in the network if

there is a cycle of FSLs.

� A non-forwarding index link (NIL) carries index update messages from A to B. Peer B adds A’s

index entries to its own index, and then effectively has a copy of A’s index. Peer B does not forward

the update message.
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Figure 1: A network with search links.

� A forwarding index link (FIL) carries index update messages from A to B, as with non-forwarding

index links, but thenB forwards the update message along any other forwarding index links originating

at B. As with FSLs, update messages should have unique ids, and a peer should discard duplicate

update messages without processing or forwarding them.

Network links are directed communications channels. A link from peer A to peer B indicates that A sends

messages to B, but B only sends messages to A if there is also a separate link from B to A. Modeling links

as directed channels makes the model more general. An undirected channel can of course be modeled as a

pair of directed links going in opposite directions. For example, the links in Gnutella [1] can be modeled as

a pair of forwarding search links, one in each direction. Although forwarding links may at first glance seem

more useful, we will see later how non-forwarding links can be used (Section 3).

Figure 1 shows an example network containing search links. Non-forwarding search links are represented

as single arrows ( ) while forwarding search links are represented as double arrows ( ). Imagine that

a user submits a query to peer A. Peer A will first process the query and return any search results it finds

to the user. Node A will then forward this query to both B and C, who will also process the query. Node

B will forward the query to D, but not E, since the edge B ! E is an NSL. Node C will not forward the

query, since it received the query along an NSL. The user’s query not reach E at all, and E’s content will

not be searched for this query.

A peer uses an index link to send copies of index entries to its neighbors. These neighbors incorporate

these entries into their own index, and process queries over them. For example, consider a peer A that has

an index link to a peer B. When B processes a query, it will return search results both for its own content

as well as for the content stored at A. Peer A need not process the query at all. We say that B is searched

directly in this case, while A is searched indirectly.
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Figure 2: A network with search and index links.

Whenever a peer creates a new index entry or modifies an existing entry, it should send a message

indicating the change along all of its outgoing index links. A peer might create an index over all of its locally

stored documents when it first starts up, and should send all of the index entries to each of its index link

neighbors. Similarly, if a node deletes a document, it would remove the corresponding entries from its own

index as well as notifying its index link neighbors to do the same.

Figure 2 shows a network that contains both search and index links. Index links are represented as dashed

lines, single ( ) for non-forwarding index links and double ( ) for forwarding index links. Nodes A,

B, C and D are connected by a “ring” of FILs. An index update occurring at peer A will thus be forwarded

to B, C, D and back to A (A will not forward the update again). In fact, all four of the nodes A:::D will

have complete copies of the indexes at the other three nodes in the index “ring”. Nodes E, F , G and H are

connected by FSLs, and a search originating at any peer E:::H will reach, and be processed by, the three

other nodes on the search “ring.” Notice that there is also an FSL between E and D. Any query that is

processed by E will be forwarded to D, who will also process the query. Since D has a copy of the indexes

from A:::C, this means that any query generated at E, F , G and H will effectively search the content of

all eight nodes in the network. In contrast, a query generated at nodes A:::D will be processed at the node

generating the query, and will only search the indexes of the nodes A:::D.

For the rest of our discussion, it is useful to define the concept of a search path:

� A search path from peer X to peer Y is

– a (possibly empty) sequence of FSLs f1; f2; :::fn such that f1 originates at X , fn terminates at

Y , and fi terminates at the same node at which fi+1 originates, or

– an NSL from X to Y

A search path from X to Y indicates that queries processed at X will eventually be forwarded to Y . For
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example, in Figure 2 there is a search path fromF toD but not fromD to F . Note also that there is (trivially)

a search path from a node to itself.

Similarly, an index path from X to Y is a sequence of FILs from X to Y , or one NIL from X to Y . In

this case, X’s index updates will be forwarded to Y , and Y will have a copy of X’s index.

2.1 “Good” networks

The network links we have discussed above are not by themselves new. Forwarding search links are present

in Gnutella, forwarding index links are used in publish/subscribe systems, non-forwarding index links are

used in supernode networks, and so on. However, different link types tend be used in isolationor for narrowly

specific purposes, and are rarely combined into a single, general model. Our graphical representation allows

us to consider new combinations. In fact, the number of search networks of n nodes that can be constructed

under the SIL model is exponential in n2. Only a small fraction of these networks will allow users to search

the content of all the peers in the network, and an even smaller fraction will also have desirable scalability,

efficiency or fault tolerance properties. We must examine how we construct “good” networks using our SIL

model, and this of course requires defining what we mean by “good.”

First, we observe that a search network only meets users’ needs if it allows them to find content. Since

content may be located anywhere in the network, a user must be able to effectively search all of the content

repositories, either directly or indirectly. We can quantify this goal by defining the concept of coverage.

Definition. The coverage of peer p in a network N is the fraction of the peers in N that can be

searched, either directly or indirectly, by a query generated by p.

Ideally, networks should have full coverage:

Definition. A network N has full coverage if every peer p in N has coverage=1.

Even a network that has full coverage may not necessarily be “good.” Good networks should also be

efficient, in the sense that peers are not overloaded with work answering queries. One important way to

improve the efficiency of a network is to reduce or eliminate redundant work. If peers are duplicating each

other’s processing, then they are doing unnecessary work.

Definition. A search networkN has redundancy if there exists a network link inN that can be removed

without reducing the coverage for any peer.
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Intuitively, redundancy results in messages being sent to and processed by peers, even when such processing

does not add to the network’s ability to answer queries.

Redundancy can manifest in search networks in four ways. First, search/search redundancy occurs when

the same peer P processes the same query from the same user multiple times. If there are multiple search

paths from the user’s peer to P , then P can receive several copies of the query. The peer P must process

the query the first time in order to give the user full coverage. After that, any subsequent processing of the

query is redundant and unnecessary. As mentioned earlier, to deal with this issue queries are tagged with

an id number, and each peer checks the id of each query it receives. If this check can be made significantly

cheaper than processing the query again, then the effects of search/search redundancy become negligible.

A second type is update/update redundancy, which occurs when the same peer P processes the same

update multiple times. Consider a peer R that has multiple index paths to P . Peer R’s update messages will

be copied by the network as they are forwarded, and multiple copies will reach P . Peer P must process the

update the first time, but subsequent processing of the same update is redundant. The effects of update/update

redundancy is mitigated in a manner similar to search/search redundancy: by tagging update messages with

ids and checking for duplicate ids.

A third type is search/index redundancy, where a peer A processes a query even though another peer B

has a copy of A’s index and processes the same query. Because B will return search results covering A’s

content, it is unnecessary for A to process the query directly.

Finally, index/index redundancy is where two different peers B and C both process a search over a copy

of a third peer A’s index. If A has an index path to B and C, both peers will have to process A’s index

updates. Yet, to achieve full coverage, only one of the copies of the index is necessary, and the processing

by the second peer is redundant.

Search/index and index/index redundancy involve unnecessary work being done at two different peers,

and it is difficult for those peers to coordinate and discover that their work is redundant. Therefore, in order

to reduce load it is important to design networks that do not have search/index and index/index redundancies.

Note that redundancy may actually be useful to improve the fault tolerance of the system, since if one

node fails another can perform its processing. Moreover, redundancy may be useful to reduce the time a user

must wait for search results, if a node near the user can process the user’s search even if this processing is

redundant. However, fault tolerance and search latency tradeoff with efficiency, since redundancy results in
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Figure 3: Networks with cycles: a. with search/index redundancy, and b. no search/index redundancy.

extra work for peers. Our goal here is to first design a non-redundant search network, which will be the most

efficient. After that, redundancy can be judiciously addded to improve fault tolerance or latency, as needed.

2.2 Topological features of networks with redundancy

The concept of “redundancy” and even the subconcepts like search/index redundancy are quite general.

When designing a peer-to-peer search network, it is useful to identify specific features of network topologies

that lead to redundancy, and avoid those features. As noted above, we will focus on search/index and

index/index redundancies.

One feature that causes search/index redundancy is a specific type of cycle called a one-index-cycle: a

nodeA has an index link to another nodeB, andB has a search path toA. An example is shown in Figure 3a.

This construct leads to redundant processing, since B will answer queries over A’s index, and yet these

queries will be forwarded toA who will also answer them overA’s index. More formally, a one-index-cycle

fits our definition of redundancy because at least one link in the cycle can be removed without affecting

coverage: the index link from A to B. Note that not all cycles necessarily cause redundancy. Consider the

cycle in Figure 3b. In this case, there is not a single index link but instead a chain of FILs forming an index

path from A to B. This cycle may seem to introduce redundancy in the same way as Figure 3a, except that

none of the index links can be removed without reducing coverage for some node.

Another feature that causes search/index redundancy is a search fork: a node C has a search link to A

and a search path toB that does not includeA, and there is an index path fromA toB. An example is shown

in Figure 4a. Again,A will process any searches from C unnecessarily, since B can process the queries for

A. The redundant link in this example is the linkC A. We specify that there is a search path fromC toB
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Figure 4: Networks with forks: a. a search fork, and b. an index fork.

that does not include A because if the only path from C to B included A there would be no link that could

be removed without reducing coverage.

Similarly, a feature that causes index/index redundancy is an index fork: a nodeA has an index link toB

and an index link toC, and there is a search path fromB toC. An example is shown in Figure 4b. The index

link from A to B is redundant, and will require B to process index update unnecessarily without increasing

coverage.

These topological features are samples of those that cause redundancy, and hence should be avoided.

3 Fundamental network organizations

By applying the principle of “no redundancy” and avoiding features like those of Section 2.2, we can

construct networks that are likely to be more efficient than networks constructed randomly. Moreover, by

restricting our attention to non-redundant networks with full coverage, we can limit our examination to

networks that fully process user searches without placing undue load on peers. Although the topology of

individual networks differ, in this section we identify some fundamental organizations that meet these ideal

conditions of low load and full coverage.

First, note that there are two basic network topologies that can meet the conditions of full coverage and

no search/index or index/index redundancy:

� Pure search networks: strongly connected networks with only search links.

� Pure index networks: strongly connected networks with only index links.
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In graph theory, a strongly connected directed graph is one in which there is a directed path from every node

to every other node. Recall from Section 2 that in our SIL model, a path is either a sequence of forwarding

links or a single non-forwarding link. When we say “strongly connected” in the definitions above (and

below), we mean “strongly connected” using this definition of search and index paths.

In these basic topologies, there cannot be search/index or index/index redundancies since index links

and search links do not exist in the same network. However, these networks are not “efficient” in the sense

that nodes are lightly loaded. In a pure search network, every node processes every search, while in a pure

index network, every node processes every index update. These topologies may be useful in extreme cases;

for example, a pure search network is not too cumbersome if there are very few searches. A well known

example of a pure search network is the Gnutella network.

However, a very useful technique is to combine search links and index links to reduce the load on nodes.

We have identified four fundamental topologies that are described by the SIL model, have full coverage and

no search/index or index/index redundancy:

� Supernode networks

� Global index networks

� Parallel search cluster networks

� Parallel index cluster networks

Some of these topologies are not new, and exist in networked systems today. Supernode networks are

typified by the FastTrack network of Kazaa [2], while the global index network is similar to the organization

of Netnews with a central indexing cluster (like DejaNews). However, the parallel search and index clusters

have not been previously examined.

A supernode network is a network where some nodes are designated as “supernodes,” and the other

nodes (“normal nodes”) send both their indexes and searches to supernodes. The supernodes are linked by

a strongly connected pure search network. A supernode network can be represented in our SIL model by

having normal nodes point to supernodes with one FSL and one NIL, while supernodes point to each other

using FSLs. An example is shown in Figure 5a. Each supernode therefore has the copies of several normal

nodes’ indexes. Supernodes process searches before forwarding them to other supernodes. Normal nodes

only have to process searches that they themselves generate. Thus, supernodes networks result in much
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Figure 5: Fundamental topologies: a. Supernodes, b. Global index, c. Parallel search cluster, and d. Parallel
index cluster. Some inter-cluster links are omitted in networks c and d for clarity.

less load on an average peer than a pure search network. A disadvantage is that as the network grows, the

search load on supernodes grows as well, and ultimately scalability is limited by the processing capacity

of supernodes. This disadvantage exists even though there is unused processing capacity in the network at

the normal nodes. These normal nodes cannot contribute this spare capacity to reduce the search load on

supernodes, because even if a normal node is promoted to a supernode, every supernode must still process

all the queries in the network.

An organization similar to supernodes is a global index network, as illustrated in Figure 5b. In this

organization, some nodes are designated as global indexing nodes, and all index updates in the system flow

to these nodes. A normal node sends its queries to one of these global indexing nodes. The global indexing
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nodes themselves are connected by a strongly connected pure index network. Under our model, normal

nodes have a FIL to another normal node or to a global index node, and normal nodes also have NSLs to

global index nodes. In this example, the normal nodes form a tree of index paths rooted at a global index

node. Index updates flow from the normal nodes to form a complete set of global indexes at each of the

global index nodes. Note that a similar tree-like structure could be constructed in the supernode network,

where normal nodes would form a tree of search paths rooted at a supernode, while each normal node would

have an index link directly to a supernode.

The advantages of global index networks are similar to those of supernode networks. Most nodes process

only index updates and their own searches, while leaving the processing of all other searches to the global

index nodes. Moreover, there are multiple nodes that have a complete set of indexes, so the network can

recover from the failure of one node. However, the load on the global index nodes is high; each global index

peer must process all the index updates in the system and a significant fraction of the searches.

A third organization is called parallel search clusters. In this network, nodes are organized into clusters

of strongly connected pure search networks (consisting of FSLs), and clusters are connected to other clusters

by NIL index links. An example is shown in Figure 5c. In this figure, the cluster “1” has outoing NILs to the

other clusters “2” and “3”. Clusters “2” and “3” would also have outoing NILs to the other clusters, but we

have omitted them in this figure for clarity. The nodes in each cluster collectively have a copy of the indexes

of every node outside the cluster, so full coverage is achieved even though queries are only forwarded within

a cluster. Unlike in a supernode topology, there are no nodes that must handle all of the queries in the

network. Nodes only handle queries that are generated within their own cluster. Moreover, all of the search

processing resources in the system are utilized, since every node processes some queries. A disadvantage of

this topology is that nodes must ship their index updates to every other cluster in the network. If the update

rate is high, this will generate a large amount of update load. The network topology may also be difficult to

maintain, since every node must know about all the other clusters and maintain possibly many outoing NILs.

Finally, the fourth organization is parallel index clusters. In this organization, clusters of strongly

connected pure FIL index networks are connected by NSL search links. As a result, nodes in one cluster

send their searches to one node of each of the other clusters. An example is shown in Figure 5d. (Again,

some inter-cluster links are omitted in this figure.) This topology is the analog of parallel search clusters,

with index links replaced by search links and vice versa. Parallel index clusters have advantages and
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disadvantages similar to parallel search cluster networks: no node handles all index updates or all searches,

and all resources in the system are utilized, while inter-cluster links may be cumbersome to maintain and

may generate a large amount of load.

These fundamental topologies can be varied or combined in various ways. For example, a variation of

the supernode topology is to allow a normal node to have an FSL pointing to one supernode and an NIL

pointing to another. Another example is to vary parallel cluster search networks by allowing the search

clusters to be constructed as mini-supernode networks instead of (or in addition to) clusters that are pure

search networks. These and other variations are useful in certain cases. Allowing a mini-supernode network

as a search cluster in a parallel search cluster network is useful if the nodes in that cluster are heterogeneous,

and some nodes have much higher capacities than the others. Moreover, note that the pure index and pure

search networks are special cases of our four fundamental topologies. For example, a pure search network

can be viewed as a supernode network where all nodes are supernodes, or a parallel search cluster network

where there is only one cluster.

Finally, as we stated in Section 2.1 our restriction of no redundancy can be relaxed to improve the fault

tolerance or search latency of the system at the cost of higher load. For example, in a supernode network, a

normal node could have an NIL/FSL pair to each of two different supernodes. This introduces, at the very

least, an index/index redundancy, but ensures that the normal node is still fully connected to the network if

one of its supernodes fails.

4 Experimental results

The SIL model allows us to understand the spectrum of options when constructing peer-to-peer search

networks. The model also allows us to arrive at some organizations, like parallel clusters, that have not been

studied in previous work. These “new” options have important advantages, which we discussed qualitatively

in Section 3. To illustrate and evaluate these advantages, we have conducted simulation experiments to build

different networks and compare them quantitatively on various metrics. We have focused on supernode

networks, as implemented in popular peer-to-peer networks such as Kazaa, and parallel search cluster

networks, which use the same basic building blocks (FSLs and NILs) as supernode networks. Our results,

described in this section, show that the parallel search cluster organization can be superior to traditional

supernode networks.
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4.1 Comparing network organizations

The organizations described in Section 3 are really families of networks. Within a family there can still

be widely varying topologies. For example, different supernode networks can differ in the number of

supernodes, the distribution of normal nodes to supernodes, the topology of the pure search network between

supernodes, and so on. Given this diversity, which supernode variant do we compare to which parallel

clusters variant? Our approach to this dilemma is as follows. First, we select a scenario with a given number

of nodes and a given query and update load. Then, we search for parameters that lead to “good” supernode

networks, that is, networks that minimize load for this scenario while retaining full coverage. We similarly

find “good” parallel cluster networks. Then, we compare good instances of supernode networks to good

instances of parallel cluster networks. We iterate over different scenarios, comparing different supernode

and parallel cluster instances in each case. Due to space limitations, we do not present the process of finding

a good network here; see [6].

It is also important to define quantitative metrics for comparing topologies. As mentioned earlier, we

restrict our attention to networks that have full coverage. A network can reduce coverage in order to optimize

another metric, such as load. For example, load is reduced as a result of the “hop count horizon” in Gnutella,

where queries are only forwarded a finite number of hops and never reach peers beyond that horizon.

However, we are concerned with studying idealized network topologies in order to gain an understanding

of the properties inherent in those topologies. Certainly, reducing coverage to reduce load may be a vital

optimization in an implemented network, but we have chosen to simplify our analysis of idealized networks

by requiring full coverage.

We can define metrics that measure the amount of load on individual peers:

Definition. Search load is the load on peers from processing searches. This is measured as the number

of search messages that reach peers.

Definition. Update load is the load on peers from processing index updates sent via index links from

other peers. This is measured as the number of index messages that reach peers.

Definition. Total load is the sum of the search load and update load.

Notice that we are using a very general definition for “load” which encapsulates both the load on the network

links and the load on the peers themselves. This is because we wish to define a general model that is
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independent of the physical characteristics of networks or machine architectures. Moreover, we are mainly

concerned with the relative measure of these metrics (e.g., network X has less load than network Y ) and

not their absolute values. Therefore, we define load in terms of “numbers of messages,” and make the

simplifying assumption that all messages are equally costly to process. This assumption may not be true, for

example, if it is twice as costly to process a search as an index update. However, this situation is equivalent

in our model to one where there are twice as many search messages as index messages. In fact, we study

situations where there are more search messages than update messages generated in the system, more update

messages than search messages, and an equivalent number of search and update messages. This allows us

to model both the situation where one kind of message is produced more frequently and the case where one

kind of message is more expensive to process.

A robust network must also be able to survive node failures. We can measure the resistance to failures

by defining the fault susceptibility of a network:

Definition. Fault susceptibility is the maximum decrease in network coverage caused by the failure of

any one node.

We assume failures are fail-stop, so a node that fails ceases to process and forward messages. When this

happens, the network coverage, measured as the fraction of the nodes in the network that are searchable, may

decrease. For example, in a network with full coverage (e.g., coverage=1) a failure may cause the network to

partition into three subnetworks, each unreachable from the other. If the subnetworks are of equal size, the

fault susceptibility is 0.66, since each node can only search one third of the network and the coverage drops

to 0.33. We have called this metric “fault susceptibility” instead of the more traditional “fault tolerance”

because we are concerned with the effect of a single node failure rather than with the number of failures the

network can tolerate.

Finally, we note that user satisfaction is increased if queries return results quickly. To measure this effect,

we can define the search latency metric:

Definition. The search latency for a peer p is the longest search path that a query generated by p must

travel.

Intuitively, this metric represents the time that a user must wait before all of the search results are guaranteed

to return. When a user submits a query to node p, it will be forwarded to every peer ri such that there is a
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Parameter Description Base value

n Number of nodes 100
PA Average links per node for PLOD 5
PM Maximum links per node for PLOD 10
NS Number of supernodes 1:::n

NC Number of clusters 1:::n

SL Average search load generated by a peer 10:::100

UL Average update load generated by a peer 10:::100

Table 1: Simulation parameters

search path from p to ri. The user may quickly get some results, but will only be assured of getting all results

when that query reaches every node ri. Since messages can travel separate paths in parallel, the maximum

time for the query to reach every node ri (and for search results to return) is proportional to the number of

hops from p to the ri that is farthest away.

Definition. The search latency for a network N is the the average over all peers p1; p2:::pn of the

search latency of each peer pi.

4.2 Simulation setup

We have constructed a simulator to generate networks with a given topology, and to evaluate the metrics

of load, fault susceptibility and search latency. Our simulater takes several input parameters, which are

summarized in Table 1. The topologies are static in the sense that they are constructed a priori, and we

calculate metrics only once they have been built. This again allows us to study the properties inherent in a

specific topology. In ongoing work we are examining the properties of dynamic networks, where nodes are

constantly joining and leaving (as they do in real networks.)

For our experiments, we generated pure search, supernode and parallel cluster networks. For each

scenario, we generated 50 “good” instances of each topology, and the results we report represent averaging

our metrics over all of these instances. In each case, our results have 95 percent confidence intervals of � 3

percent or less of the value reported, unless otherwise noted. Each network instance hadn nodes. We assume

for simplicity that each node has equivalent bandwidth and processing capacity. We allowed search/search

redundancy, since this redundancy reduces fault susceptibility and search latency without increasing load,

and because real networks such as Gnutella and Kazaa also have search/search redundancy.
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As a baseline, we constructed pure search networks using the Gnutella model, where we connect two

nodes using a pair of FSLs going in opposite directions. Since other investigators have noted that Gnutella

networks tend towards a power law distribution [10, 16], we have constructed pure search networks using the

PLOD algorithm [14]. The PLOD algorithm takes two parameters, the average number of links per node and

the maximum number of links per node, and generates a power-law network. The values we chose for these

parameters (see Table 1) were determined experimentally to ensure full coverage, reduce fault-susceptibility,

and reduce search latency; see [6].

We built supernode networks by designating some nodes as supernodes; the number of supernodes NS is

specified as an input parameter to the simulation. Each normal node was assigned to a supernode randomly

using a generator that produced normally distributed random values (via the polar Box-Muller algorithm [4]).

The number of normal nodes assigned to a given supernode is normally distributed with a mean of n=NS

and the standard deviation of one quarter of the mean. Normal nodes were connected to their supernode

with one outgoing FSL and one outgoing NIL. Supernodes were connected using a Gnutella-like network of

FSLs similar to the pure search network.

We made parallel search cluster networks by assigning nodes to clusters of FSLs, and connecting separate

clusters with NILs. The number of clusters NC is specified as an input parameter to the simulation. The

number of nodes in a given cluster is normally distributed with a mean of n=NC and a standard deviation of

one quarter of the mean. Note that this means that the number of nodes in a cluster is similar to the number

of normal nodes assigned to a supernode. Within a cluster, we built a power law search network of FSLs,

similar to the pure search network above. After we had constructed clusters, every node in the network was

given one NIL to one randomly chosen member of each other cluster.

For all types of networks, we assigned two parameters to each peer pi: SLi, the amount of search load

created by the peer, and ULi, the amount of index update load created by the peer. Then, by examining

a topology and determining for each peer p which peers can send search and update traffic to p, we can

calculate the total load for p.

Definition. The load for a peer p is the sum of:

– The SLi for each peer ri such that there is a search path from ri to p, and

– The ULi for each peer ri such that there is an index path from ri to p.
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Definition. The average load for a network N is the average over all peers p1; p2:::pn in N of the load

for each peer pi.

Definition. The maximum load for a network N is the load at the most heavily loaded peer p in N .

The average SLi over all Pis in the network is denoted SL, while the average ULi over all Pis is UL. The

SLi and ULi parameters were assigned randomly to each node according to a normal distribution. The

mean of the distribution was specified per experiment. For example, in order to study a situation where

SL >> UL we assigned 100 “load units” as the mean SL and 10 “load units” the mean UL. The SLi and ULi

parameters were then generated for each node, distributed with the given mean, again using the Box-Muller

transformation. The standard deviation for the normal distribution was one quarter of the mean. In each

case, the mean SL and UL values was normalized so that SL + UL was constant across all experiments.

The search latency for a peer P was calculated using two steps. First, we determined the shortest path

si to each peer Pi where Pi had a search path to P . Then, we calculated search latency as the length of the

longest si. The search latency for the network was the average search latency of each peer.

Recall that the fault susceptibility of the network is the maximum change in coverage that could be

caused by removing one peer from the network. This was measured in a straightforward way, by removing

each peer, measuring the change in coverage, and then restoring the peer and its connections to the network

before removing the next peer.

4.3 Load experiments

First, we examined the load characteristics of supernodes and parallel clusters versus each other and a

baseline of a pure search network. To do this, we varied the ratio between the average SL and UL from

SL = UL� 10 to SL = UL=10. For each point in this interval, we constructed “good” supernode and cluster

networks as discussed in Section 4.1. For supernodes, we used:

� 5 supernodes for the interval SL = 10� UL to SL = 5� UL, and

� 20 supernodes for the interval SL = 4� UL to SL = UL=10.

For parallel clusters, we used:

� 15 clusters for the interval SL = 10� UL to SL = 3� UL, and
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Figure 6: Load of different topologies.

� 10 clusters for the interval SL = 2� UL to SL = UL=2, and

� 5 clusters for the interval SL = UL=3 to SL = UL=10.

We also constructed a Gnutella-like pure search network as a baseline comparison.

The results are shown in Figure 6. This figure shows both average and maximum load for the supernode

and parallel cluster topologies, as well as the load for the pure search network (where the average and

maximum are the same.) On the extreme left of Figure 6, searches are rare (for each search issued 10 index

updates are generated), while the extreme right represents a mostly search scenario. In this result, the 95

percent confidence interval of the maximum load in a parallel cluster topology is as large as � 10 percent (in

the case of SL = UL=10). First, note that the maximum load in the supernode network is close to, though

higher than, the load in the pure search network. This is because supernodes must handle both searches

and updates, while pure search network peers only handle searches. Note also that the average load for

supernode networks is significantly lower than that for pure search networks, which is to be expected, since

most of the nodes in a supernode network are only handling their own local searches and updates.

A striking result in Figure 6 is that both the maximum and average load of parallel cluster networks are

relatively low, roughly comparable to the average load in a supernode network. In fact, the average load in

a parallel cluster network is always (in these experiments) within a factor of two of the average load in a
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supernode network, and the maximum load in a cluster network is only as much as a factor of four larger than

the average load in a supernode network. Moreover, sometimes the average and maximum load in a cluster

network is less than the average load in a supernode network. This indicates that nodes in a parallel cluster

network are effectively sharing the load, contributing their resources to reduce the overall load on all nodes

in the network. In contrast, in a supernode network, some nodes are lightly loaded while the supernodes are

heavily loaded, and the most heavily loaded supernode can be up to seven times more loaded than the most

heavily loaded node in a parallel cluster network.

We can draw the following conclusions from these results:

� A parallel cluster network ensures that no nodes are overloaded (e.g., more than twice as loaded as

the average node), while only increasing the average load on nodes by up to a factor of two over a

supernode network. This is beneficial:

– Under the assumptions of our simulation (e.g., all nodes have roughly equal capability), and

– When a primary goal is to reduce both the maximum and average load on nodes in the system.

� A supernode network ensures that most nodes in the system are lightly loaded, at the cost of placing

heavy load on supernodes. This is beneficial

– When some nodes have higher capacities than others, so that these high capacity nodes can serve

as supernodes, and

– When a primary goal is to reduce the average load on nodes in the system.

4.4 Search latency and fault susceptibility experiments

The next set of experiments we ran was to measure the search latency and fault susceptibility of the

supernode and parallel cluster topologies. These metrics do not depend on the search or update rate; instead,

the connectivity and topology of the network determines how quickly searches will be returned, and how

vulnerable the network is to node failures. In this section, we report search latency and fault susceptibility

as the number of clusters or supernodes vary.

First, Figure 7 shows the results for supernode networks. Figure 7a shows that the fault susceptibility

drops as the number of supernodes increases, while simultaneously Figure 7b shows that the search latency
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Figure 7: Supernodes: (a) fault susceptibility and (b) search latency.
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Figure 8: Parallel search clusters: (a) fault susceptibility and (b) search latency.

increases with more supernodes. When there is only one supernode, the search latency is low, since all

searches only have to travel one hop from any normal node to the one supernode. On the other hand, if that

supernode fails, the network will become completely disconnected, so that normal nodes can only search

their own content. The result is a high fault susceptibility of 0.99 (e.g., each node can only search itself after

the failure). When there is more than one supernode, the search latency increases because searches must

travel multiple hops to multiple supernodes. However, the additional supernodes reduce the vulnerability

to failure, since a failure only disconnects the normal nodes directly connected to that supernodes leaving

other nodes and supernodes in the system connected. When there are 100 supernodes, the network becomes

a pure search network, with a search latency of about 4.8 hops and a fault susceptibility of 0.01 (e.g., 1 node
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decreased coverage after the failure). Note that this represents near-optimal fault susceptibility. In these

results, the 95 percent confidence interval of the fault susceptibility is as large as � 7 percent, in the case of

90 supernodes.

Next, Figure 8 shows the results for parallel cluster networks. As the number of clusters increases, the

search latency decreases, as shown in Figure 8b. In contrast, the fault susceptibility initially increases, and

then slowly decreases (Figure 8a). Note that the scale on the vertical axis of Figure 8a is different from that

of Figure 7a. Fault susceptibility is much lower for parallel search clusters. When there are more clusters,

the average cluster is smaller, and thus fewer search hops are necessary to reach all of the nodes in the cluster.

The result is less search latency. When there is one cluster, the network is a pure search network, and the

fault susceptibility is 0.01 (e.g., 1 node decreased coverage after a failure) as with the pure search network.

When there is more than one cluster, nodes have copies of other nodes’ indexes. When any node F fails,

the other nodes in the cluster become unable to search F , but also become unable to search the nodes whose

indexes were stored at F . The result is a higher fault susceptibility. However, as the number of clusters

increases, the number of nodes that depended on the failed node F decreases, since the clusters become

smaller. The result is that fewer nodes are affected by F ’s failure, and the average fault susceptibility over

the whole network again decreases.

4.5 Discussion

Supernode networks are used as an alternative to pure search networks like Gnutella because they reduce

the load on normal nodes and thus increase the scalability of the system. However, our results confirm

our qualitative observation that the scalability of the system is limited by the capacity of supernodes. In a

network with full coverage, the supernodes handle all of the searches, and therefore must have very high

capacity. If we are interested in constructing a network that bounds the maximum load, parallel search

clusters is a more attractive option. This is useful if there are not many super-high-capacity nodes that can

acts as supernodes, because we can better utilize the aggregate resources of the system.

Even if a network is heterogeneous and some nodes are high capacity, we still may choose a parallel

cluster network. Consider a situation where we want the system to be robust in the face of failures. We may

specify that we want a failure to result in a small decrease in coverage, say, no more than five percent of

the nodes become unreachable. This is barely feasible in a supernode network; as shown in Figure 7a, we
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would need more than 80 percent of the nodes to be supernodes to achieve such a low fault susceptibility.

Then, the network would resemble a pure search network and would lose the scalability advantages of the

supernode network. The other alternative, having normal nodes connect to more than one supernode, results

in index/index redundancy with an attendant increase in load on the supernodes. On the other hand, a parallel

cluster network easily achieves low fault susceptibility without increasing load. As shown in Figure 8a, even

the most fault susceptible network of five clusters experiences no more than three percent unavailable nodes

after a failure.

5 Related work

Several researchers have examined special algorithms for performing efficient search in peer-to-peer search

networks. For pure search networks, these techniques include parallel random walk searches [12, 3], flow

control and topology adaptation [13], and iterative deepening search [21]. For networks with indexing,

techniques include routing indices [7] and local indices [21]. Each of these approaches is useful for “fixing-

up” an existing, inefficient network. Because these techniques can be used to improve the efficiency of the

networks described by the SIL model once the networks are built, they are complementary to our own work.

Some research has begun into constructing efficient networks a priori; see for example [20].

Others have suggested that the content can be placed in the network to ensure efficiency [5] or that the

network topology be reorganized based on the location of the content [8]. Content-based techniques are

useful if the content in the network can be appropriately analyzed. Our SIL model is content-agnostic, and

describes the inherent properties of the topology of the network. This is useful in general, but especially

when the network content is not easily analyzed.

Some work has also focused on constructing P2P networks for end goals other than efficiency. Free-

Haven [9] is a peer-to-peer search network that seeks to provide anonymity for content authors, while SOS

constructs a P2P overlay to avoid denial-of-service attacks [11].

Moreover, a large amount of attention recently has been given to distributed hash tables (DHTs) such

as CHORD [18] and CAN [15]. DHTs focus on finding a document given a unique identifier by routing

a query in a peer-to-peer manner. The emphasis on efficient routing of a location query, as opposed to

efficient broadcast of a content-discovery query, means that a DHT necessarily has different requirements

and topologies. Our model could be extended to model DHTs, although we have not yet done so.
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Other studies have performed measurements of deployed peer-to-peer systems. The nature of Gnutella

and Napster peers and the connections between them were characterized in [17], and the nature of the

Gnutella topology was studied in [16]. In addition, a large amount of work has been done to measure

other network topologies, especially the Internet topology as a whole. For example, Tangmunarunkit et al

examined the structure of the Internet and idealized topologies that accurately model this structure [19].

6 Conclusion

We have introduced a search/index link model of P2P search networks that allows us to study networks that

reduce the load on peers while retaining effective searching and other benefits of P2P architectures. With

only four basic link types, our SIL model can represent a wide range of search and indexing structures. This

simple yet powerful model also allows us to generate new and interesting variations. In particular, in addition

to the supernode and pure search topologies, our SIL model describes topologies such as parallel search

clusters and parallel index clusters. Experimental results from our topology simulator indicate that a parallel

search cluster network reduces load by allowing peers to fairly share the burden of answering queries, rather

than placing the burden entirely on supernodes. This topology makes better use of the aggregate resource of

the system, and is useful in situations where placing an extremely high load on any one peer is unfeasible.

Moreover, our results show that other considerations, such as fault susceptibility, may also point to parallel

search clusters as an attractive topology.
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